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ever, the very slight folding of the upper 200-400 m 
of strata may simply be due to differential compaction 
that followed the intrusion. 

The cores of the folds do not noticeably alfect the 
magnetic field: hence, we doubt that they are igneous 
bodies. Nonetheless, an igneous origin cannot be dis
counted; the cores are close to late Tertiary and Qua
ternary volcanic and intrusive structures along the ad
jacent Aleutian Ridge, and near the historically active 
volcano, Bogoslov, which forms an island nearby. Shale 
or even salt cores may be present beneath the folds; 
however, salt diapirs probably would have to be de
rived from a deeply buried parent body of Paleozoic 
or early Mesozoic age. All the diapiric and diapirlike 
folds that have been found are along major structural 
trends; these trends delineate the principal physio
graphic elements of the southeastern region of the Ber
ing Sea. 

R. O. LiNDSETH, Computer Data Processors, Calgary. 
Alta. 

MULTICHANNEL FILTERING 

(No abstract submitted) 

RAYMOND W . WALKER, Deep Oil Technology, Inc., 
Long Beach, Calif. 

ECONOMIC ADVANTAOES OF SUBSI.A P R O D I K I I O N 

M E T H O D S 

Most offshore development drilling and production 
has continued to use onshore technology and equip
ment. The development of a field in moderate water 
depths has been substantially more expensive than a 
comparable field onshore. Although costs per well 
continue to rise, in most cases they have remained 
within the economic limits required to justify the in
vested capital. 

There does exist, however, for any given field, a 
water depth beyond which it is not economically feasi
ble to consider development from fixed platforms. 

The proper location of the platform in relation to 
the reservoir can be determined only by exploratory 
drilling. This location becomes increasingly important 
as the platform costs in deep water escalate. The costs 
add further to the penalty for attempting to meet the 
problems of deep-water development with conventional 
platform techniques. 

Tliere are economic attractions associated with 
ocean-floor installations that have not been fully real
ized. The minimization of the investment required 
prior to drilling, the installation of specialized sea-flooi 
production systems, and the use of highly efficient 
maintenance units throughout the producing life of the 
field, all combine to present a solution to the recovery 
of petroleum from otherwise prohibitive locations. 

DONALD S . M C D O U O A L L , Texaco, Inc., Los Angeles, 
Calif., and ROBERT H . OSBORNE, Univ. of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, Calif. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS O F CALCISILTITES FROM BIRD 

SPRING G R O U P , M O U N T A I N SPRINGS, NEVADA 

Seventeen petrographic variables observed in dupli
cate thin sections for each of 62 calcarenites and cal
cisiltites collected from the Monte Cristo Limestone 
and the Bird Spring Group are the basis for this study. 
The samples are assigned to 6 microfacies, of which 31 
and 17 belong to microfacies 0 and 1, respccllvcly R-

mode cluster analysis grouped the variables into 7 clus
ters; 5 are composed of various organic and inorganic 
grains and associated alteration products, 1 is com
posed of acid insolubles, and 1 of sparite and micrite. 
Interclass and intraclass variation was tested by means 
of the Mahalanobis D= and associated F statistics. The 
null hypothesis was accepted for all diagonal elements 
and rejected for all nondiagonal elements. Initial clus
tering of raw- and transformed-dala sets by means of 
Q-mode factor analysis—first using 17 primary vari
ables, and then using 2 derived variables—indicated 
that the 2-variable case provided the best separation 
between microfacies 0 and 1. Null hypotheses concern
ing group dispersion and the equality of sample cen-
troids were rejected for both the raw and transformed 
2-variable case; consequently, an appropriate form of 
the T- statistic was employed to test for a significant 
difference between these two microfacies. Associated F 
values indicate a statistically significant difference be
tween these microfacies for both raw- and trans-
formed-data sefs. Computed discriminant functions are 
approximately "̂ 8 and 79'-; efficient for the raw and 
transformed cases, respectively. The upper Monte 
Cristo Limestone was deposited under relatively stable 
environmental conditions that produced massive, low-
energy micrites with very few biogenic grains. ,\fter an 
interval of erosion, the alternate quartzose sandstones 
and biomicrites of the lower Bird Spring Group were 
deposited under relatively unstable conditions. Hnviron-
mental stability increased during the deposition of the 
upper Bird Spring Group, which consists of an almost 
unbroken sequence of micrites and biomicrites. 

DAVID A. Pnoi NIX, U.S. deol . Survey. Menio Park. 
Calif-
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(No abstract submiltedt 

ERNESI ' W . PiiKERt, IBM Industry Development- Pc 
troleum, Houston. T c \ . 

INTERAC ITVI CoMi'i iiR G R A I ' U K S AND liiL FAurr 
PROBLEM 

The treatment of laulis is one of the greatest prob
lems in the application of computers to petroleum ex
ploration. Typically, too little information and too 
many alternative interpretations make analytic solu
tions economically unfeasible or otherwise unsatisfac
tory. Most computer techniques treat XYZ data points 
as though they are samples from a continuous surface. 
As a result, data points on opposite sides of faults are 
treated together with consequent distortion of analyti
cally derived surfaces in Ihc fault vicinity. Interactive 
computer graphics oHeis a solution. The geologist uses 
a light pen to interact with a series of graphic displays 
which enables him to (1 ) collect data on the position 
of fault surfaces from well logs, contour maps, and 
cross sections: (2) build numerical models of fault 
surfaces; (}) use the fault surfaces to separate data 
points on opposite si<ies of a fault; (4) build separate 
numerical surfaces from dala points thus separated; 
(5) composite these surfaces with the fault surface to 
obtain a final model in which ihe surface is not dis
torted by the influence of points on opposite sides of 
the fault; (6) displa\ (he resultant model in the form 
of contour maps, cross sections, or perspective dis
plays; ami 17) ileralf on the above process by altering 
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points on the fault surfaces, defining additional faults, 
and exchanging points between fault surfaces, etc.. until 
a final interpretation is reached. 

The computer performs the tedious tasks of infor
mation retrieval, numerical computation, and display 
generation, whereas the geologist uses his specific 
knowledge of the problem at hand to evaluate results 
and propose alternatives until a satisfactory interpreta
tion is reached. The interpretations made in this inter
active environment can be geologically and economi
cally superior to those reached by entirely manual or 
entirely analytic methods. 

CHARLES E . CHAMBERS, Utility Data Corporation. 
Houston, Tex. 

CALIFORNIA DIGITAL MAPPING 

The Utihty Data Corporation, in a joint venture 
with several petroleum companies, is conducting a pre
cision-mapping program across 50,000 sq mi of the 
State of California. Accurately located within the pro
ject area will be approximately 50,000 section corners 
and 26,000 historic wells. 

The project area has been surveyed by use of high-
altitude, high-resolution aerial photography. Within 
each of the 2,500 photographs, there are photo-identiti-
able USCGS and USGS monuments that were flagged 
prior to flight. These are referred to as basic control, 
and permit, through analytic photogrammetric proce
dures, positioning of other photo-identifiable points ot 
interest appearing on the photograph to within ± 5 ft 
ot accuracy. These coordinates properly describe, both 
in latitude-longitude and in the state plane-coordinate 
system, the location of the point on the geoid. 

The program provides a coordinated set of base 
maps throughout the project area. It provides an ac
curate area base map with various levels of accuracy 
in coordinating section and rancho corners; i.e., photo-
identifiable (53%), projected/protracted (17':-; ), and 
calculated (30%). When the positions of the section 
and rancho corners are refined, significant errors in 
well locations become apparent. 

The end products of the project are a digital file and 
a graphic file. The digital file contains coordinates of 
section and rancho corners, historic wells, and othei 
points of interest. The graphic file produces a 15-
minute quadrangle, automatically plotted at a scale ol 
1 in. = 2,000 ft. The equipment currently used foi 
plotting is a Gerber Plotter with optical head to 
achieve the optimum in edge sharpness. 

The California computerized-mapping program is the 
first of its type and scope to be conducted for the pe
troleum industry. Implementation of the program ac
knowledges the impact of the computer upon explora
tion; further, it reflects the needs of the industry for 
accurate land-net data, although precision well-location 
data do not share an equal priority. 

The basic program provides an accurate area base 
map which, if considered as an initial building block, 
can be used by other elements ot a company with min
imum costs for supplemental aerial photography in 
small selected areas. For example, once geodetic con
trol has been established, an overflight at lower alti
tude provides the Pipeline Department with right-of-
way profiles and detail maps, the Production Depart
ment with precision plant-inventory records, and the 
Tax Department with accurate taxing-boundary infor
mation. This information is in digital form on tape or 
cards, formated for introduction into the computet. 

JAMES S. BOOTH, Dept. ot Geol. Sci., Univ. of South
ern California, Los Angeles. Calif. 

SEDIMENT DISPERSION IN NORTHERN CHANNEL IS
LAND PASSAGES, CALIEORNIA 

The presence of strong bottom currents in the north
ern Channel Island passages makes these areas ideal 
for the study of sediment dispersion and energy re
gimes by analysis of the texlural properties of the sedi
ments. 

A grid-sampling system was used to lake 25, 36, and 
.''7 grab samples from San Miguel Passage, Santa Cruz 
Channel, and Anacapa Passage, respectively. The sand 
fraction of each sample was analyzed texturally by an 
automatic settUng tube. The data then were synthesized 
by an IBM 360 computer, which constructed 5th-
degree trend surface maps lor the mean, sorting, 
skewness, and kurtosis values tor each of the passages. 

Of the primary agents available for transport of 
traction load, it is suggested that wind-driven current'-
are more important in accounting for the sediment dis
tribution than either tidal currents or wave action. Al
though the last two aic active continually, it is be
lieved that their elfect is superimposed on the net 
movement caused by wind-driven currents, and hence 
they are subordinate processes. 

San Miguel Passage is characterized by southeast
ward sediment dispersion. The energy level is highest 
in the center of the passage and there is a gradual de
crease in energy toward the sides. A lobe of coarse 
sediment in the northern section of Santa Cruz Chan
nel shows the southeastward dispersion; however, fine 
sediment from the east moves into the southern part of 
the area, where it is intercepted by currents at the 
head of Santa Cruz Canyon. Because there is disper
sion both east and west. .Santa Cruz Channel may rep
resent a shear zone between two prominent currents. 
Anacapa Passage shows dominant westerly dispersion 
with a superimposed north-south tidal-current effect. 

All the passages are believed to be at or near equi
librium with respect to sediments iind mechanical en
ergy. 

M. T. TANER, .Seismic t (imputing Corp.. Houston, 
Tex. 

I.iMriATioNS OF RiELEciION-SEISMIC METHOD: LES
SONS FROM COMPtnER SlMLLAtlONS 
Multiple ground-coverage seismic techniques are 

based on a few key assumptions. Among the more im
portant are the assumptions that subsurface reflectors 
locally are continuous and linear, and that the primary 
reflections between particular source-receiver pairs 
travel along unique paths. However, overenthusiasm 
concerning recent advances in the use of "velocity 
spectra" models has led to some violations of these im
portant assumptions. The most common types of viola
tions involve use of these models in (1) determining 
primary velocity, (2) computing interval velocities and 
dips, and (3) migrating depth sections. Although all 
three processes are industiy-wide objectives which 
commonly are obtainable bv other methods, their at
tainment through the use of the "velocity spectra" 
models is beyond the limits of current theory. There
fore, those who use "velocity spectra" methods to pre
dict subsurface conditions can he misled by the errors 
which result. 

The theory and limitations ol the seismic methods 
currently employed can be clarified by examining lin-


